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Dedicated to improving mechanical site prep techniques to achieve the best plantation production possible

The case for a turnkey approach to the re-establishment of a 
plantation after harvest
It seems it is inherently impossible for corporate plantation companies to conduct R&D to improve 
methods of  mechanical  site  preparation.  In  35 years  in  the industry,  I  have never  seen such 
reluctance to change site prep methods when solutions have been presented. I can only assume 
that  corporate  foresters  and  silviculture  managers  have  to  answer  to  the  corporation  finance 
director  for  any  monies  spent  outside  the  ‘usual’  expenditure  (that  is,  outside  last  year’s 
expenditure) on mechanical site prep costs to re-establish the plantation. It is a brave company 
forester  who  applies  a  different  approach  to  expenditure—and  who  applies  expenditure  to  a 
different approach.

Once,  there were people like Peter Foster  and Clint  Wells  (Queensland Forest  Service),  Dick 
McCarthy and his side-kick John Morgan (APM),  Rick Watts and Gerry Schilling (International 
Paper, US) and of course Roger Lyons and Bill Barber (the Weyerhaeuser Company, US), who 
were given the freedom to invest in new methods of mechanical site prep. But now, despite the 
clutch  of  motherhood  statements  from  corporate  managers  and  media  units  about  how  the 
corporation is committed to improving efficiency et cetera, plantation managers are gun-shy about 
spending outside the bare minimum to get seedlings back in the ground.  

The results are increasingly abysmal. By simply going on Google Earth Pro and getting a satellite 
view of re-established plantations, it can be seen how poor our site prep is. It took less than a 
minute to locate these two examples of poor re-establishment.
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I would like to be corrected with evidence of high survival sites in Australia; however, it is very hard 
to  find  examples  through  Google  Earth  of  full  seedling  survival.  Perhaps  by  using  drones 
12 months after planting to quickly look at survival rates, managers might be able to put more 
focus on achieving full seedling survival and showing up failed sites.

Davec, in conjunction with Nuland Contracting, has shown that it is possible to prepare a site that 
will yield 90%-plus survival rates, at a cost of $600 per hectare. This is economical motoring— 
especially when compared to $200 per pass for chopper-rolling, which achieves little apart from 
flattening the debris on the ground.

The concept of turnkey site prep, where contractors are given control of re-establishment based on 
a success bonus, is definitely worth consideration. Contractors, like farmers, are at the coal face 
and have long experience in developing mechanical systems for improving and operating more 
efficiently.  Contractors  are  constantly  in  the  field,  keeping  an  eye  on  their  multimillion  dollar 
operations,  and  can  easily  manage  the  complete  process  of  re-establishment.  They  will  find 
efficiencies if they are in complete control, always being mindful of the bonus for establishing a full 
plantation of new trees.

Joel Crowther, forester at Beerburrum, Queensland, presents a clear case for turnkey site prep in 
the well-considered article below.
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Turnkey forestry 
By Joel Crowther (B.Sc, M.Sc., Southern Cross University)

The term ‘turnkey contract’ is where a contractor is given a primary design or specifications for a 
project and is then required to plan, design and execute the project within a set time frame and an 
agreed price. The contractor is expected to deliver the completed project in a functional ‘ready-to-
use’ state.  

In a forestry sense, this concept could be utilised within the site preparation and establishment 
phase of a plantation. A contractor could be offered a turnkey contract with a set of standards that 
outlines the requirements that need to be met, such as a clean row line, a cultivated site where 
appropriate, sufficient weed control, over 90% survival, and associated data—for example, 
recording and mapping of the operation, and quality assurance (QA) completed throughout the 
project. 

Payments could be made in instalments as critical stages are completed—for example, when the 
site is cleared, when it is prepared, when chemical weed control has been applied, when planting 
and fertilisation is complete, and following plant tending. A percentage of the total amount payable 
could be withheld until completion of the project and all requirements have been met. The final 
payment could link to survival rates or the quality of the plantation when it is handed back to the 
corporate forestry company, with penalties for poor results if they cannot be explained due to 
environmental conditions (such as flood, drought, fire, pest or disease from an outside source); 
and with rewards or bonuses for above-standard results.    

Adopting a turnkey concept could potentially leverage the contractor’s expertise and experience in 
operating machinery and how best to utilise appropriate equipment. It would give the contractor 
complete control over how the establishment project is executed, while the corporate forestry 
company would be able to uphold the standard at which plantation is established, through a QA 
payment based approach. This would also create increased competition and the desire to 
continually improve and invest in new innovated technologies, benefiting the contractor—who is 
looking to create efficiencies in their operation—while delivering a healthy, vigorous, young 
plantation for the corporate forestry company and its investors.   

This could also create an opportunity for corporate foresters to enter the contractor/consultancy 
side of forestry. Contractors would still require a forester’s skills and knowledge of best-practice 
plantation establishment and assistance in the planning, reporting and QA processes to maintain 
quality. A contractor could either employ a forester directly into their business or contract a forester 
on a consultancy basis. This approach would mean that foresters would need to stay at the 
forefront of their chosen field, as they would be measured against the establishment contractor’s 
success or failure in delivering a fully functional plantation at 12 months of age. 

The result of this approach is that a contractor who delivers an established plantation to a high 
standard is rewarded and is more likely to reinvest in their business, to the benefit of both parties, 
while contractors who under-perform are driven to do better, or are not re-contracted if they 
consistently under-perform over a set time period. Tenders for contracts could have terms of 5 to 
10 years, with reviews annually or biannually in line with the completion of establishment 
programs. 



Focus on site preparation by Dick McCarthy

Richard (Dick)  McCarthy is  a  highly experienced operational  forester  with postgraduate 
qualifications in forest management. 

 His  many  years  of    
experience (especially PNG 
–  Dept  of  Forests;  PNG  
Forest  Industries  
Association and Australia as 
Operations  Manager  APM  
Forests – AMCOR) in forest 
management and plantation 
development in the public  
and private forestry sectors, 
in  both  temperate  and  
tropical forestry is recognized globally. He is the Managing Director 
and  Principal  Consultant  of  McCarthy  & Associates  (Forestry),  a  
global forest consulting and contracting practice.

Here he shares some views on site prep:

• We are talking about the cost of growing, for an investment of some 20-30 years before 
harvest, on less land availability.

• For any plant, the better the soil preparation for root development, water uptake, nutrient 
uptake et cetera, the better is the growth of the plant for the production of commercial wood 
fibre.

• It is no different to building a house. Poor foundations for a house will lead to economic 
ruin.

• It is no different to growing vegetables. Better preparation leads to a better yield.

• It is better for the environment. Better soil preparation reduces the amount of herbicide that 
is required for weed control.

• Aerial application using helicopters does not necessarily reduce costs or produce more 
wood fibre if the soil preparation is not done properly.

• The world is now facing a deficit of wood fibre and less land for plantations. The cost of 
growing has to incorporate all these factors.
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